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CHAPTER OVERVIEW
In  this  chapter,  we  study  the  problem  of  selecting  documents  so  as  to
extract terrorist event information from a collection of documents. We
represent an event by its entity and relation instances.  Very often, these
entity and relation instances have to be extracted from multiple documents.
We therefore define an information extraction (IE) task as selecting
documents and extracting from which entity and relation instances relevant
to a user-specified event (aka domain specific event entity and relation
extraction). We adopt domain specific IE patterns to extract potentially
relevant entity and relation instances from documents, and develop a number
of document ranking strategies using the extracted instances to address this
extraction task. Each ranking strategy (aka pattern-based document ranking
strategy)  assigns  a  score  to  each  document,  which  estimates  the  latter's
contribution to the gain in event related instances. We conducted
experiments on two document collection datasets constructed using two
historical terrorism events. Experiments showed that our proposed pattern-
based document ranking strategies performed well on the domain specific
event entity and relation extraction task for document collections of various
sizes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Every day, thousands of news articles and reports are published covering
a wide spectrum of events ranging from company acquisitions to terrorism
attacks [1]. Information relating to events is often hidden in multiple
documents from possibly multiple collections. This event related information
is an important piece of knowledge about organizations and individuals, and
can be used for intelligence analysis.
In the study and tracking of terrorism, terrorists, and terrorist
organizations, specialists must periodically peruse a large number of articles
in order to gather pieces of information to assemble into a coherent whole.
This effort is labor-intensive, and thus frequently involves multiple people
coordinating with one another to search and extract information. Invariably,
efficiency might not be improved vastly with additional manpower due to
duplicated coverage (e.g. multiple specialists reading different articles
providing the same information) and communication limitations (e.g. no
easy way to consolidate and differentiate between new and existing
intelligence information).
To this end, we investigate a special event information extraction task
where knowledge about an event is to be gathered from a large document
collection. Consider the bombing event that took place in London on July 7,
2005. As shown in Figure 15-1, knowledge about this event can be
represented using entity and relation instances in an entity relation graph.
People, organizations, etc., which are involved in the event can be
represented by entity instances appearing as boxes in the figure. Each
relation  instance  then  represents  the  relationship  between  a  pair  of  entity
instances. It is denoted by a directed edge from one entity instance to another
entity instance.  In order to build the above graph, one will have to select and
subsequently analyze the subset of relevant documents reporting this event
from the document collection. Even after filtering, this relevant subset may
still consist of many documents, and reading through all of them will require
significant amount of effort and time.
As illustrated by the example, the relevant documents are those that
ideally contain different parts of the yet-to-be constructed entity relation
graph (see Figure 15-1). Suppose the large document collection has already
been indexed by a document retrieval system. To construct the whole entity
relation graph, a user will typically use some initial query keywords, e.g.
“London bombing July 2005”, to search through the system for the relevant
documents.
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Figure 15-1. Entity Relation Graph about London Bombing
However,  it  may  turn  out  that  only  a  few of  relevant  documents  can  be
found using the initial query keywords. Oftentimes, the user has to read
through these “hit” documents to extract instances related to the event and
also to formulate new query words using those instances. In this process,
multiple queries will have to be constructed for the document retrieval
system so as to extract the complete set of entity and relation instances.
The above task clearly is not well supported by existing document
retrieval systems, which usually assume that each user query (keyword or
attribute based)  is  independent  of  other  queries  as  they are designed to find
documents that contain query terms only [2]. The way a user analyzes the
returned documents is however completely beyond the scope of existing IR
systems.
Question-Answering (QA) task1 has been recently introduced by TREC
to find answers to questions of different types from a given document
collection.  However, the QA task does not rank documents by the amount of
event relevant instances.  QA task also does not provide a relevance
feedback mechanism for users to construct answers iteratively while reading
as few relevant documents as possible.  In other words, QA task focuses on
extracting answers while our proposed task allows users to select different
documents for constructing the answers.
1 http://trec.nist.gov/data/qa.html
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1.2 Domain Specific Event Entity and Relation
Extraction
We therefore study information extraction from an analyst's standpoint
by treating information extraction as an integral part of a larger task. The
task entails finding documents and extracting from them entity and relation
instances.  We  call  this  the domain specific event entity and relation
extraction task.  A  document  retrieval  system  supporting  such  tasks  will
therefore have to return documents containing the required instances, and
also extract them.
One main objective of the domain specific event entity and relation
extraction task is to keep the subset of documents to be read by the analyst as
small as possible to minimize his/her effort, thereby improving productivity.
However, there are some technical challenges in identifying a subset of
documents describing an event and extracting event-related information.
They are:
Information about an event often exists across multiple documents. In
order not to miss any entity/relation instances about the event, it is necessary
to find all documents which contain some instances about the event.
However, the same entity/relation instances may be found in multiple
documents. Therefore, each selected document should contain minimal
amount of overlapping instances with the already found ones. Ideally, we
aim to find the smallest subset of documents that can cover all the relevant
entity and/or relation instances.
· Document ranking/scoring will have to be vastly revamped from
existing document retrieval systems, which simply use query term and
document frequencies to compute the relevance score [3]. The document
ranking approach for our task should find all relevant documents and
assign a higher score to documents containing more related and novel
instances. This means that the relevance score of each document (seen
and unseen) will change dynamically with each new found
entity/relation instance.
· The extraction of entity and relation instances related to an event from
documents relies on extraction patterns. The extraction patterns are
domain specific, and should help the system identify entity instances and
relationships amongst them.  We shall focus on creating extraction
patterns specifically for the terrorism domain, based on feedback from
real-world terrorism experts.
This chapter studies several pattern-based document ranking strategies
based on information extraction patterns to address this domain specific
entity and relation extraction task. The main objectives and contributions
arising from this work are summarized as follows:
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· Definition of domain specific event entity and relation extraction task.
We formally define the extraction task which incorporates a document
ranking strategy to find event related entity and relation instances. The
extraction task aims to incrementally select a set of documents relevant
to an event, using some document ranking strategies. A set of patterns
for extracting domain specific event entity and relation instances from a
document  are  assumed  to  be  given.  We  also  assume  that  some  seed
entity instances are given to bootstrap the extraction process. This task
has not been studied before and our research therefore establishes the
necessary foundation.
· Design of pattern-based document ranking strategies. We describe a few
document ranking strategies to identify the smallest possible subset of
documents  for  covering  event  related  instances.  Each  strategy  aims  to
maximize the novelty of the set of entity and relation instances that can
be  found  in  the  next  document  to  be  extracted.   In  this  way,  one  can
hopefully reduce the number of documents to be examined by the
experts.
· Construction of datasets and evaluations of proposed document ranking
strategies. Since the extraction task defined in our research is a new
direction to this area, there are no suitable datasets available to evaluate
our proposed solutions. Therefore, we have created two datasets from
two different terrorism events. We have also proposed a set of evaluation
metrics to measure the ability of different strategies to find documents
and instances. Experimental results showed that our strategies performed
well on the proposed extraction task.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Information extraction (IE) [4] involves extracting useful text segments
from a collection of documents. The focus has been traditionally on building
accurate  and  robust  IE  systems.  However,  our  work  is  to  examine  the  IE
problem from a different perspective.
2.1 Named Entity Recognition
Finding a set of entity and relation instances of a given event is our
research focus, and which is related to named entity recognition. Named
Entity Recognition (NER) involves extracting objects of general classes such
as person names, locations, and organizations from plain text.
NER has been well studied and remains an essential component of many
language processing tasks. Much of the existing named entity recognition
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research is based on English. Palmer and Day developed statistical methods
for finding named entities from newswire articles in multiple languages:
Chinese, English, French, Japanese, Portuguese and Spanish [5].
NER can be viewed as a kind of single-slot extraction. Single-slot
extraction systems such as AutoSlog [6] and its extensions [7][8][9][10]
have been developed and shown to yield high extraction accuracies. With a
set of labeled training documents, AutoSlog was able to build a set of single-
slot extraction patterns for extracting entities of interest from documents.
Subsequent extensions of AutoSlog [7][8] focused on reducing the effort
in labelling training corpus. Ellen presented a system called AutoSlog-TS
that used only pre-classified training corpus with relevant and irrelevant
documents to create dictionaries of extraction patterns. The AutoSlog-TS
system used AutoSlog to find all extraction patterns first from all training
documents and then used classified information on the corpus to filter out
incorrectly learned patterns.
2.2 Coreference Resolution
Coreference resolution (CR) is a task to determine whether two text
expressions  appearing  in  an  article  refers  to  the  same  entity.  It  is  an
important IE task that has been well-studied and is an essential component of
our system; coreference resolution is performed on our datasets before the
domain specific event entity relation extraction starts. In our work, we
consider both pronoun and name coreference resolution. We have
implemented an auto-coreferenced resolution module and evaluated it
against the method proposed in [11] using the MUC-6 metric. Interested
readers can refer to [12] for more details.
2.3 Multi-Slot Information Extraction
The goal of multi-slot extraction is to extract several interested entities
simultaneously using one extraction pattern. Since these entities are
extracted with one pattern, a certain relation among the entities is observed.
Therefore, multi-slot information extraction is useful for identifying relations
among entities. There have been some research on multi-slot extraction
[13][14][15][16][17][18]. Most the prior research on multi-slot extraction
was targeted at unstructured (plain) text.
LIEP[16], an IE system, addresses the issue of increasing requirements of
hand-craft dictionaries of extraction patterns for most IE system to work.
LIEP is able to build dictionaries of multi-slot extraction patterns directly
from training texts provided by users. LIEP first generates new patterns from
training examples, and then generalizes learned patterns that have same
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relationship in syntactic structure but are with different constitutes, such as
head words and properties. The patterns learnt were shown to perform well
compared to a manual approach.
Soderland, in the Crystal project, introduced Concept Node (CN) for
multi-slot  extraction  patterns  and  applied  it  to  any  component  phrase  of  a
sentence in a document [13]. CN represents an extraction pattern in Crystal.
The generation of CN by Crystal requires an induction procedure. Firstly,
Crystal creates initial CNs from a training corpus. Crystal then generalizes
each pair of CNs according to their syntactic structure. It was shown that CN
could be generalized as far as possible without producing errors and it
always worked better than human intuitions in creating the rules for
extraction. Soderland further modified Crystal to conduct Web IE[14].
In the Snowball project, Agichtein and Gravano[19] defined a relation of
interest  as  a  tuple,  and  used  a  set  of  pre-defined  tuples  for  training  and
generating a set of multi-slot extraction patterns. Snowball is a
bootstrapping-based pattern generation system that requires very little
human-interactions in pattern generation.
2.4 Information Extraction from Multiple Documents
Complete information about an event is always hidden in multiple
documents. In this section we review existing research on multiple document
extraction [20][21][22][23].
Jade  Goldstein  et  al.  [20]  presented  an  approach  to  create  a  summary
from multiple documents. The summary was built by extracting sentences
from different documents. The targets of extraction were sentences, while
our work aims to extract entity and relation instances.
Masterson and Kushmerick addressed the problem of extracting entities
from multiple documents [21]. In their work, they extended IE techniques to
a multi-document extraction task and improved the IE performance by using
structural and temporal relationships among documents. They created a
template with fixed slots to present the information required, then applied IE
on multiple documents to extract entities for the slots. Their research
however is still a kind of single slot extraction since it does not concern
identifying relationships among entities.
Dennis Reidsma et al. [22] applied IE on multiple documents of
multimedia archives. In their work, information extracted from multiple
documents were merged and integrated to obtain a more complete summary.
The proposed merging algorithm performed alignment, unification and
reordering on the extracted information. The merged summary then could be
used to enhance the performance of multimedia archive retrieval. However,
the IE method proposed was still based on single documents and only the
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merging algorithm considered multi-document information.
QXtract  also  dealt  with  a  similar  problem  [23].  In  QXtract,  Eugene
Agichtein and Luis Gravano developed an automatic query-based technique
to retrieve documents useful for the extraction of user-defined relations from
large text databases. In their work, they focused on finding a document that
was useful to generate queries for a specific relation. The generated query is
then used to find more documents and this process repeats itself. This work
is quite similar to ours, however there are some key differences:
1. QXtract focuses on learning queries to retrieve relevant documents for
extracting a target relation and is not driven by event. Our work is to find
all information about a certain event and it may involve multiple relations.
2. QXtract retrieves documents by a search engine and performed IE to
provide tuples for generating queries. Our work on the other hand focuses
on document selection and uses IE to score documents.
3. Extraction patterns in our work may change adaptively after a document
is selected and annotated. The IE system of QXtract is independent of the
document retrieval process.
Finn and Kushmerick proposed various active learning selection
strategies to incrementally select documents from a large collection for user
labeling so as to derive good extraction patterns [24]. In their work, they
proposed several document selection strategies to select the most informative
documents from a large collection. The focus was to select documents
containing predominantly novel information, i.e. documents selected that are
textually most dissimilar to each other so as to minimize the effort of human
labeling. In contrast, our work focuses on finding documents containing both
novel and related information with the help of extraction patterns and
extracting event related information from them.
2.5 New Event Detection
There is much research on detecting events and extracting information
about events and they are somewhat related to our work.
Harsha et  al.  [25]  presented a  method to use Link Grammar to discover
instances of events and extract them from unstructured documents. Link
Grammar represented a certain relation between two constitutions using the
syntactic  structure  in  a  sentence.  Rules  of  Link  Grammar  had  been  used  to
find specific instances about an event. This is similar to our work as we are
also interested on finding instances of entities and relations about an event
from text. However, the event defined in [25] was restricted to a specific
action only, such as kidnapping or killing. A set of synonymous verbs were
used to describe a certain action and it was defined as one event. Moreover,
the extraction was limited by a certain syntactic structures supported by Link
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Grammar and the event was assumed to exist in a single document only.
Link Detection addresses the problem on detecting stories of the same
event, or stories that are linked. A story reporting an airline crash event and
another story reporting the subsequent compensation to victims are
considered as two linked stories. New Event Detection (NED)[26][27][28] is
a document selection task to identify the first story of an event from an time
ordered collection of news articles. In NED, the only focus is to find the first
story by scoring all articles. In [29], it was shown that link detection and new
event  detection are asymmetric  and they are both related to our  work as  all
these tasks involve finding documents about a certain event. However, the
criteria of finding documents in these tasks are different.
The work in [26] and [30] studied several approaches to use TF-IDF
similarity metrics to resolve the NED problems. A more recent work [27]
presented an enhanced TF-IDF method and integrated normalization
techniques, source-specific models to give an improved analysis on NED. A
detailed investigation by Giridhar Kumaran and James Allan on NED
problem and two modifications were presented in [28]. Text classification
models were used to classify articles into specific categories and named-
entity techniques were used to create three different document
representations for NED task.
NED and our work are similar in finding documents describing a certain
event. However, as entity and relation instances of a certain event are usually
distributed among multiple documents, the first story does not necessarily
contain all the entity and relation instances of an event. The focus of our
work is to find as small as possible the subset of documents that contain
complete event related information instead of the first story document.
3. DOMAIN SPECIFIC EVENT ENTITY RELATION
EXTRACTION TASK WITH DOCUMENT
RANKING
3.1 Event Representation using Entity and Relation
Instances
In our extraction task, we represent an event by a set of entity and
relation instances.  The entity instances represent the people, organizations,
locations, dates/times and other information involved in the event. The
relation instances provide the links between these entity instances so as to
represent  their  inter-relationships.  In the extraction task,  we assume that  an
expert user wants to derive all entity and relationship instances for only one
event belonging to some domain (e.g., biomedical, terrorism, etc.). To ensure
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that only relevant instances are extracted, we assume that these entity and
relation instances can be grouped under a few entity and relation classes,
respectively, appropriate for the domain.
Let E be a set of entity classes, i.e. E = {E1, E2, ..., En}, and R be a set of
relation classes, R = {R1,  R2, ..., Rm},  and they are known to be relevant  to
the application domain where the extraction task is to be performed. E and R
together  define  the  type  of  instances  to  be  extracted  for  a  target  event.  An
entity class Ei denotes  a  set  of  entity  instances  of  the  same  type,  and  each
entity instance is usually a noun or noun phrase appearing in the documents.
Each relation class Ri represents  a  semantic  relationship  from source  entity
class SourceEnt(Ri) to target entity class TargetEnt(Ri) and is associated with
an action class Ai. Ai refers to a set of verbs or verb phrases that relate source
entity instances in SourceEnt(Ri) to target entity instances in TargetEnt(Ri).
Each relation instance is comprised of a source entity instance from
SourceEnt(Ri), a target entity instance from TargetEnt(Ri), and an action
instance from Ai, i.e., Ri Í SourceEnt(Ri) ´ Ai ´ TargetEnt(Ri), where
SourceEnt(Ri), TargetEnt(Ri) Î E.
Figure 15-2 illustrates a relation instance of the “Harm” relation class
extracted from the following sentence, “Al-Qaeda Cell had abducted Kim
Sun on Jun 17”. In this example, the source entity instance “Al-Qaeda Cell”
is from the “Terrorist Organization” entity class, the action instance
“abducted” belongs to the “Harm” action class, and the target entity
instance “Kim Sun” is from the “Victim” entity class.
Figure 15-2. A relation instance example of relation class "Harm"
3.2 Domain Specific Event Entity Relation Extraction
Task
The domain specific nature of this extraction task allows us to confine
the instances to be from a set of entity and relation classes. We assume that
these entity and relation classes are known beforehand and a set of extraction
patterns are available to extract instances of these classes. Suppose we are
given a set of extraction patterns EP, a collection of documents D, and a set
Source Entity Class: Target Entity Class:
Victim
Target Entity Instance:
Kim Sun
Action Class:
Harm
Action Instance:
Abducted
Source Entity Instance:
Terrorist Organization
Al-Qaeda Cell
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of seed entity instances W belonging to an event of interest to a user. Let E
and R represent the entity classes and relation classes relevant to the event
respectively. We use e  to denote the set of all entity instances contained in
E that are relevant to a given event, i.e. Uni iE1==e , and Â  to denote the
set of all relation instances in R relevant to the event, i.e., .
1U
m
i i
R==Â W is
a small subset of e to bootstrap the extraction of other instances. To ensure
that all instances will be extracted given the seed entity instances W, we
require the all event instances e  to be directly or indirectly linked to W
through the relation instances in Â . Let sr  denote a relation instance in Â ,
of which tse  and
s
se  are the corresponding source and target entity instances,
respectively. Therefore, ( )ssstss eaer ,,=  is a relation instance in Â if it
satisfies one of the conditions below:
1. ( )Wess Î  or ( )Wets Î
2. $ path ),,(),,...,( 1 t msmss msmsmsss eaerrrr ++++++ =  and )[( Wes ms Î+ or
)]( Wet ms Î+
In the domain specific event entity relation extraction task, documents for
extracting event related instances are selected one at a time.  At the
beginning, the seed entity instances W are given to identify the relevant
documents.  Each time a document is selected, it is given to the expert user
for manual inspection so as to annotate the event entity and relation
instances.  Note that manual annotation is conducted to ensure that no
instances are missed.  This  process repeats  until  all  event  entity  and relation
instances are found.
The detailed description of the task is depicted in Algorithm 1. In the
extraction task, the extraction patterns EP are  used  to  find  the  existence  of
entity and relation instances that could be relevant to the event. The
extraction patterns can be for single-slot, or multi-slot extraction. The entity
and relation instances extracted from a document dj using EP are stored in
,
je  and ,jÂ respectively.
In each iteration, a document ranking strategy is used to score every
document from D.  The  expert  user  then  selects  a  document,  presumably
from the top scored ones, annotates entity and relation instances and adds
them to e and Â respectively.  The  process  repeats  until  all  instances  are
found, or a termination condition is met.  For example, the termination
condition can be some upper bound on the number of documents extracted,
or the number of instances found.
Assuming that the expert user has in mind a set of entity and relation
instances to be extracted for an event and these instances exist in a given
document collection2.  We can then define a subset of documents containing
2 Here, we assume that the user will make his/her best judgment in determining the entity and
relation instances relevant to the event.
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the relevant instances as relevant set denoted  by L.  The objective of the
domain specific event entity and relation extraction task is to select the
smallest subset O of L that covers all relevant instances. We call O the
optimal set. Recall that Ej and Rj be the set of entity and relation instances
the user wants to extract from document dj respectively. Then O is  an
optimal set if and only if it satisfies the following two conditions:
1. ( )Â=Î jOd RjU  and ( )e=Î jOd EjU
2. ∄ O’ s.t. ( )Â=Î jOd RjU  and ( )e=Î jOd EjU  and ( )|||'| OO <
Algorithm 1 Domain Specific Event Entity and Relation Extraction
input: EP, D, W
for each document dj in D do
 Apply EP on dj to obtain ,je , ,jÂ  (Extraction Step)
 Compute score(dj) using initial score function (see Section 3.3.1)
end for
repeat
 //User selects a document ds
 Move ds from D to S
 //User annotates se  and sÂ in ds
 Add se  and sÂ  to e and Â respectively
 for each document dj in D do
computer score(dj) based on ,je , ,jÂ , e , Â  (using one of the
document
ranking strategies in Section 3.3)
 end for
until termination condition is satisfied
output: S, e , Â
Document ranking strategies using different score functions are required
in the above extraction task. In general, documents containing more novel
and related information about the event of interest should be given higher
scores. In Section 3.3, we propose five document ranking strategies, each
based on a different score function. Since all these strategies rely on
extraction patterns, we call them pattern-based document ranking strategies.
The manner in which extraction patterns are applied in the above entity
relation extraction task is another focus of our work. Well-designed
extraction patterns can extract entity and relation instances more accurately,
which leads to more accurate document ranking. Furthermore, there are
some other research issues for the above extraction task:
1. The extraction task is driven by events. User always annotates the
document with highest score returned by our proposed score functions of
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document ranking strategies. It is important for the score function to give
higher scores for documents containing information related to the event
of interest. At the same time, we do not want the user to annotate
documents containing information already been seen. Therefore, it is
challenging to design a good score function.
2. The proposed extraction task has not been studied before. It is necessary
to design a set of evaluation metrics to measure the performance of
different document ranking strategies on the extraction task. The
evaluation metrics must be able to measure how well the extraction task
on finding the event-related instances and how accurate the ranking
strategies on scoring each document.
3.3 Pattern-based Document Ranking
We have developed several document ranking strategies using different
score functions in the proposed event-driven extraction task. In the following,
we present the score functions of the proposed document selection strategies.
We also describe two existing document ranking strategies based on
document content [24], i.e., not using the extraction patterns.
Initial Score Function  This is shown in Equation 15-1 and is used to
rank documents based on the given seed entity instances W only in the first
iteration when there are no other entity and relation instances already labeled
by the user. The first term of the score function
W
W
Wj ÷÷ø
ö
ççè
æ +Ç ge
,
considers the proportion of W that is extracted. When this term is large, the
document will contain more seed entities relevant to the given event.  The
parameter g ( W>> ) is a smoothing factor that prevents the numerator
from becoming zero when Wj Ç,e  is empty. EPi is  a  subset  of EP that
fired on document dj, and fk is the number of relation instances extracted by
extraction pattern epj,k.  The score function therefore favors documents with
more seed entities, more extraction patterns fired and more relation instances
extracted.
( )å
=
+Ç
=
jEP
k
kj
j
j fEPW
W
W
dscore
1
2
,
.log.)( g
e
Equation 15-1: Initial Score Function
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DiffCompare  This strategy examines the amount of overlap between
relation instances extracted from the current document dj with  the
accumulated relation instance set Â . We only consider relation instances
here. This is because our assumption that entity instances annotated are
usually linked to previously found entity instances via relation instances in
each iteration. The score will be determined by the overlap between relation
instances as well as the intersection between the extracted entity instances
,
je and W. This is to assign higher score for documents having direct links to
the  seed  set.  Contributions  from the  two  factors  are  linearly  weighted  by  α
∈ [0, 1]. Equation 15-2 shows the score function:
W
W
dscore j
lDd
j
j
l
Ç
-+
Â
Â-Â
=
Î
,
,
,
).1(
max
.)(
e
aa
Equation 15-2: DiffCompare
CombineCompare  This strategy combines the amount of
intersection and dissimilarity between relation instances extracted from di
with instances in Â . A modifier β ∈ [0,  1]  is  used  to  adjust  the  relative
importance of overlapping relation instances compared with novel relation
instances (i.e., relevant relation instances that have not been extracted so far).
When the former is more important, β > 0.5. When β = 0.5, both are treated
equally important. Equation 15-3 gives the score function of this strategy.
Note that when β = 0, this is equivalent to DiffCompare.
( )
W
W
dscore j
lDd
jj
j
l
Ç
-+
Â
Â-Â-+ÂÇÂ
=
Î
,
,
,,
).1(
max
).1(
.)(
e
a
bb
a
Equation 15-3: Combine Compare
PartialMatch  I In this document ranking strategy, we want to select
documents with relation instances linked to those entity instances that have
already been found. This requires a partial match between the former and
latter. Note that all entity instances in the event are connected directly or
indirectly by relation instances. This applies even in the midst of extraction
task. Hence, we need to conduct partial match between relation instances
extracted using EP and the relation instances found so far.
Given two relation instances ( )ssstss eaer ,,=  and ( )sttttt eaer ,,= , the
partial match of sr  and tr  denoted by PartialMatch( sr , tr ) is defined by:
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With PartialMatch measuring the novelty of instances, we now define its
score function in Equation 15-4:
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Equation 15-4: Partial Match
where Mj is the number of relation instances extracted from dj using EP;
,
,kjr is
the kth relation instance from ,jÂ ; and rh is the hth instance in Â .
PartialMatch Plus (+) PartialMatch Plus (+) is an online extension of
PartialMatch I, which uses newly extracted instances 'je  from each
document j to enlarge the set of extraction patterns EP (see Section 4.3).
PartialMatch II  In PartialMatch I, we consider the relation instances
of a document linked to those instances found and also the amount of entity
instances  intersected  with  the  seeds.  In  PartialMatch  II,  we  want  to  also
consider entity instances which have been annotated by the user. Therefore,
we extend the PartialMatch I document ranking strategy to also consider the
amount of entity instances observed in E, and we call this strategy
PartialMatch II
 With the PartialMatch function defined, we now derive the score
function for the PartialMatch II strategy in Equation 15-5:
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Equation 15-5: Partial Match II
where λ is a factor to control the importance between seeds and extracted entity
instances set; W’ = W −e  represents the seeds which are not extracted by user and
not included into the extracted entity instance set.
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Comparison and Discussion  Among the five aforementioned pattern-
based document ranking strategies, initial score strategy is the only one that
does not depend on a pre-selected set of documents or annotated instances. It
depends solely on the entity/relation instances extracted by the extraction
patterns on the candidate documents. In contrast, the other strategies require
a pre-existing set of selected documents or annotated instances in order to
give a score on a candidate document.
DiffCompare, CombineCompare and PartialMatch (I and II) all take into
account of the entity and relation instances accumulated from previous
selections. DiffCompare only needs to compute the difference between
extracted relation instances and annotated instances as well as the
intersection between seeds and extracted entity instances. Therefore, it is the
most efficient strategy among all the strategies. It works well for information
distributed in different documents with few overlaps.
CombineCompare is fairly efficient, as it only needs to calculate the
intersection and disjunction of two relation instance sets. Compared to
DiffCompare, it has one additional user-adjustable parameter β, which
makes it more robust and flexible.
PartialMatch (I and II) requires more computations as it compares every
pair of relation instances. If there are M relation instances in the resultant set,
and N relation instances are extracted from document dj , the computational
complexity of score(dj ) is O(MN). Moreover,  it  is  good  for  selecting
documents containing both related and novel information.
3.4 Content-based Document Ranking Strategies
Finn and Kushmerick developed content-based document ranking
strategies for identifying the documents to be manually labeled so as to learn
the extraction patterns. Although the nature of the problem is different, the
document ranking strategies presented in [24] are related to our work.
Among the strategies are COMPARE and EXTRACTCOMPARE which have
been shown to give good performance [24].
COMPARE favors documents that are content-wise least similar to the
pool of already selected documents. The score is measured using Equation
15-6.
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where S is the set of already selected documents; Tj and Tk are sets of terms from
dj and dk respectively.
EXTRACTCOMPARE gives preference to the document with content
most dissimilar to the current set of extracted entities from the already
selected document pool. This strategy applies extraction rules only to those
already selected documents in S, but evaluates a candidate document purely
based on its content similarity. Therefore, we consider it a content-based
strategy. Equation 15-7 gives the score function:
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Equation 15-7
where ,ke is the set of entity instances extracted from document k.
In  our  experiments  (see Section 4.4),  we have implemented COMPARE
and EXTRACTCOMPARE strategies with one minor modification. Instead
of randomly selecting a document as the first document as in [24], we select
the highest scored document according to the initial score function. We feel
that this modification gives a fairer comparison between the two content-
based strategies and our proposed pattern-based strategies.
4. CASE STUDIES
We now present the experiments evaluating the performance of different
document ranking strategies on the domain specific event entity and relation
extraction task. We first give a detailed description of the experiment setup,
including the construction of datasets, choice of information extraction
system components, construction of extraction patterns and performance
metrics. This is followed by experimental results.
4.1 Datasets
We used two datasets, one covering Korean Hostage Kim-Sun’s
beheading event (KSB) in Iraq, June 2004 and the other covering the
Australian Embassy bombing event (AEB) in Jakarta, September 2004. They
are known as the KSB-100 and AEB-100 datasets respectively. Documents
of these datasets were downloaded from an online news website and the
documents have been converted to plain text. More than 10 thousands
documents downloaded during the week after each of the two terrorism
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events occurred.
KSB-100  dataset  has  100  documents,  of  which  34  are  relevant  and  66
irrelevant. The 34 relevant documents were selected by an expert familiar
with  the  beheading  event.  The  66  irrelevant  documents  were  selected  from
the ten thousands documents downloaded during the week after the event
occurred.
These irrelevant documents were intentionally selected among those
describing some other criminal events, such as murders and kidnaps. We use
the word “kill”, “murder”, “kidnap”, and the synonyms obtained using
WordNet3 to select these irrelevant documents with the help of some search
engines. In other words, both relevant and irrelevant documents describe
some terrorism and crime related events. This increases the level of
difficulty in document ranking. The entity and relation instances about the
event  were  then  determined  by  an  expert  from  the  relevant  documents  as
shown in Figure 15-3. In Figure 15-3, the number assigned to each
entity/relation instance denotes the number of documents where the
entity/relation instance appears. To simulate a user conducting domain
specific event entity and relation extraction task, query seed words are then
chosen. The query seed words used in the extraction task for this dataset are
“Kim Sun”, “Al-Qaeda Cell” and “Beheading of Kim Sun”. The seeds were
chosen randomly from the entity relation graph of KSB-100.
AEB-100 dataset has 100 documents consisting of 34 relevant documents
and 66 irrelevant documents. The 34 relevant documents were selected in a
same  manner  as  for  KSB-100  dataset  by  an  expert  familiar  with  the  event.
The 66 irrelevant documents are the same as those used in KSB-100 dataset.
Figure 15-4 shows the entity relation graph of AEB-100. The query seed
words for AEB-100 are: “Australian Embassy”, “Australian Embassy
Bombing”, “Suicide Bombers” and “Elisabeth Musu”. Among the seeds of
AEB-100, Elisabeth Musu was chosen to ensure the seeds are connected to
all other instances in the entity relation graph.
3 WordNet[31] is an English lexical database.
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Figure 15-3. Entity Relation Graph of KSB event.
Figure 15-4. Entity Relation Graph of AEB event
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In  the  terrorism  domain,  we  have  adopted  seven entity classes and  ten
relation classes. The entity classes include Victim, Terrorist, Terrorist Org,
Event, Location, Employer, and Relative.  The  relation  classes  are
Terrorist_Harm 4 , Org_Harm 5 , Connect_to, Terrorist_Resp_for 6 ,
Org_Resp_for7 Member_of, Leader_of, Happen, Work_for, and Relative_of.
Each relation class is defined for a pair of source and target entity classes as
shown in Table 15-1. Table 15-2 shows more detailed information about the
three datasets.
Table 15-1. relation classes with their source and target entity classes
<Relation> (<SrcEnt>,<TgtEnt>) <Relation> (<SrcEnt>,<TgtEnt>)
Terrorist_Harm (Terrorist, Victim) Org_Harm (Terrorist Org,
Victim)
Connect_to (Terrorist Org,
Terrorist Org)
Terrorist_Resp_for (Terrorist, Event)
Table 15-2. Detailed Information of the three datasets.
e Â # of relevant
docs
# of optimal
docs
Total # of
docs
KSB-100 18 22 34 9 100
AEB-100 19 20 34 9 100
4.2 Information Extraction System Components
As shown in Algorithm 1, our experiments require a set of extraction
patterns and some IE system components in the extraction step.  These
components have been chosen based on their availabilities.  In general, our
proposed document ranking strategies are independent of the IE system
components used, and the latter can be treated as a “black box”.
In our experiments, we use Crystal [13] and BBN’s IdentiFinder [32] for
extracting entity and relation instances. Crystal can learn a set of single-slot
and multi-slot extraction patterns from a training text corpus. The extraction
pattern  generated  is  called  concept  node  in  Crystal.  Crystal  is  part  of  the
Badger information extraction software suite created by the Center for
Intelligent Information Retrieval at the University of Massachusetts [33].
IdentiFinder is a well-known named entity extraction system and we used it
to extract entity instances.
4 This represents a terrorist harming some victim.
5 This represents a terrorist organization harming some victim.
6 This represents the terrorist responsible for an event.
7 This represents the terrorist organization responsible for an event.
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The objective of domain entity and relation extraction system
components is to determine the domain specific entity instances and inter-
relationships among them as opposed to general named entity recognition.
Moreover, we would like to determine the semantic classes for these entity
and relation instances.
Extraction of Entity Instances  We adopted IdentiFinder and
implemented two other entity extraction modules to extract the entity
instances from each document.
1. IdentiFinder
IdentiFinder was used to extract person names, organization names and
locations from each document.  It however could not assign domain
specific semantic classes to the extracted entity instances. This was
because IdentiFinder could only extract general types of named entities.
However, since our proposed document ranking strategies do not
incorporate entity classes into the score function, it was fine to apply
IdentiFinder to extract entity instances without assigning their
corresponding domain specific semantic classes in our experiments.
2. Known Directory of Terrorists and Organizations
In our work, we gathered 21 terrorist names from the FBI website8 and 54
terrorist organization names from the ICT website9. These well-known
terrorists and terrorist organizations were added to our extracted entity
instances set if they were found in a document.
3. Crystal Single-Slot Extraction Patterns
A set of single-slot extraction patterns based on some common linguistic
structures was used to extract the domain specific entity instances of the
defined entity classes. The linguistic structures include <Subject>
<Verb> <Object>, <Subject> <Verb> <Prepositional Phrase>, <Verb>
<Object> <Prepositional Phrase>, and <Subject> <Prepositional Phrase>.
Each part of the linguistic structure was treated as a slot in the extraction
pattern. By leaving one slot as a variable without constraining it to some
entity instances or action instances, we obtained multiple single-slot
extraction patterns. For example, <Subject(Terrorist)> <Verb(“belong”)>
<Object(“Al-Qaeda Cell”)> is a single-slot extraction pattern that is used
to extract instances of entity class Terrorist,  in  which  the  slot
<Subject(Terrorist)> is a variable and the other two slots are constrained
by the action instance “belong” and the entity instance “Al-Qaeda Cell”
respectively.
8 http://www.fbi.gov/mostwant/terrorists/fugitives.htm
9 http://www.ict.org.il
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The list of terrorist names and terrorist organization names were used to
obtain some single-slot extraction patterns in our experiments.
Extraction of Relation Instances  In order to extract relation
instances, we used some multi-slot extraction patterns. By constraining only
one slot of some linguistic structures and leaving at least 2 slots as variables,
we obtained some multi-slot extraction patterns. For example,
<Subject(Terrorist)> <Verb(“belong”)> <Object(Terrorist Org)> is a multi-
slot extraction pattern that can extract an instance of the Member Of relation.
The entity class variables (i.e., Terrorist and Terrorist Org) in parentheses
represent entities to be extracted to form a relation. To generalize the multi-
slot extraction pattern, we used WordNet[31] to obtain other action instances
with similar meaning. For example, “belong” was replaced by “is member
of”, “part of”, etc., to obtain other extraction patterns.
We manually created the set of multi-slot extraction patterns based on
Crystal Concept Node format. There were 41 different multi-slot extraction
patterns  created  in  this  experiment.  Readers  can  refer  to  [12]  for  some
examples of extraction patterns used in our work.
4.3 Evaluation Settings
Our experiments evaluated all five document ranking strategies, namely:
DiffCompare, CombineCompare, PartialMatch I, PartialMatch II and
PartialMatch+. We assumed the user always select the document with the
highest  score  assigned  by  each  strategy  during  the  extraction  task.  It  is
possible that multiple documents will be assigned the same highest score by
some document ranking strategies. We therefore propose two steps to
resolve  this.  The  first  step  is  to  sort  the  documents  with  the  same  score  by
their initial scores and the one with highest initial score will be selected. If
identical scores are still observed after the first step, random selection will be
performed among the documents.
In  all  the  experiments,  we  set  α =  0.6  to  give  more  weight  to  relation
instances instead of entity instances as some entity instances are already part
of  relation  instances.  For  CombineCompare,  we  set  β =  0.8  as  it  gave  the
best performance among different β values we experimented.  For
PartialMatch  II,  we  set  α =  0.5  to  give  equal  importance  to  both  seeds  and
user extracted entity instances. We ran through the extraction task over 100
iterations. To have a more detailed analysis of the performance of different
strategies, we zoomed into the first 45 iterations of the extraction task in the
experiment.
Ideal Document Ranking Strategy   We introduce an ideal document
ranking strategy here to compare it with our proposed document ranking
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strategies. The ideal strategy selects for each iteration a document that gives
the largest gain in performance (according to the chosen performance metric)
and the selected document must be a relevant document. Here, the ideal
strategy assumes that instances in the entity relation graph are known.
Therefore,  the score formula for  ideal  document  ranking strategy is  defined
as follows:
)()( ii dMdscore =
where M refers to the improvement of the performance metric brought by
the document di. Refer to Section 4.3 for the set of performance metrics to be
measured.
Note that the ideal document ranking strategy is not feasible in practice
as we do not know the entity/relation instances to be extracted from each
document beforehand.
Plus(+) Document Ranking Strategy Plus(+)  is an enhancement
that can be applied to any of the proposed pattern-based strategies (i.e.,
DiffCompare,  CombineCompare,  PartialMatch  I  and  II).  The  idea  is  to
incrementally increase the number of single-slot extraction patterns by
instantiating some slots of some extraction patterns with new entity instances.
For example, <Subject(Terrorist)> <hVerb(“belong”)> <Object(“Al-Qaeda
Cell”)> is a single-slot extraction pattern that can extract an instance of the
Terrorist entity class. Suppose a new entity instance “Tawhid Wa Al-Jihad”
of entity class Terrorist Org is  manually  extracted  (labeled)  by  a  user.  By
instantiating the “Object” slot with this newly found entity instance, we
obtain a new single-slot extraction pattern, which is <Subject(Terrorist)>
<Verb(“belong”)> <Object(“Tawhid Wa Al-Jihad”)>. The new single-slot
extraction pattern may extract more relation instances. Once some entity
instances of the Terrorist class  are  extracted  by  the  pattern,  some  new
relation instances representing the connections between those entity
instances and “Tawhid Wa Al-Jihad” may also be extracted.
The Plus-based methods apply a new set of extraction patterns in every
iteration. Thus, this strategy requires additional computational efforts. So far,
we have enhanced PartialMatch I with Plus and named it PartialMatch
plus(+).
Performance Metrics   We propose a set of performance metrics
defined below and they were derived after every document was selected.
These performance metrics focus on how much relevant instances the
selected documents contain, how accurate the relevant documents or optimal
documents are selected.
1. Evaluation on Extracted Entity and Relation Instances
Suppose we have all relevant entity instances in set re and all relevant
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relation instances in set rÂ . To evaluate on the resultant instance sets
obtained in extraction task i.e., e  andÂ , the recall measure is defined as
follows:
( )relationentityaverage callcallcall ReReRe 21 +=
 where
r
r
entitycall e
ee Ç=Re  and
r
r
relationcall Â
ÂÇÂ=Re
2. Evaluation on Document Ranking
Let L be the set of all relevant documents and S denote the set of selected
documents. The precision and recall measures with respect to the relevant
documents are defined as follows:
L
LS
call docrel
Ç=_Re
S
LS
ecision docrel
Ç=_Pr
Suppose there are v different optimal sets among all relevant documents
as the optimal  set  is  not  always unique.  Let O denote the set  of  all  optimal
sets, i.e., O = {O1,O2, ...,Ov}. We have |O1| = |O2| = ... = |Ov|. Therefore, the
recall and precision with respect to optimal set are defined as follows:
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Since Precisionrel_doc and Precisionopt_doc can be directly derived from
Recallrel_doc and Recallopt_doc respectively for each iteration, we therefore
decided not to use them in the subsequent evaluations.
4.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we show the experimental results of six document ranking
strategies on the two auto-coreferenced10 datasets AEB-100 and KSB-100.
Results on a manually coreferenced set has been reported previously[34].
10 Coreference resolution was performed completely by a computer program using some
heuristics and algorithms.
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We also present some experimental results using difference choices of seeds
on the auto-coreferenced datasets in both KSB-100 and AEB-100.
Datasets with Auto-Coreference  Resolution  In  this  section,  we
present the experimental results of different document ranking strategies on
the KSB-100 and AEB-100 datasets with auto-coreference resolution. We
used the same seeds as in the manually-coreferenced experiments [34], so as
to obtain a fair comparison.
KSB-100: Figure 15-5 shows the Recallaverage of KSB-100 dataset.
Figure 15-5. Performance on Extracted Instances (auto-co referenced KSB-100).
PartialMatch I achieved perfect recall with the smallest number of iterations
(20th) for this dataset.  PartialMatch+ was next and gave perfect recall at the
23rd iteration. PartialMatch II performed slightly worse than PartialMatch+
and achieved perfect recall at the 24th  iteration. DiffCompare was better than
CombineCompare, but none of them could achieve perfect recall in the first
45 iterations.  Figure 15-6 shows PartialMatch+ outperformed other
strategies on selecting the relevant documents, and Figure 15-7 shows
PartialMatch I found the optimal document set earlier than the other
strategies.
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Figure 15-6. Document ranking recall (auto-co referenced KSB-100) with respect to relevant
document
Figure 15-7. Document ranking recall (auto-coreferenced KSB-100) with respect to optimal
set
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AEB-100: Figure 15-8 shows the Recallaverage for  AEB-100  dataset.  We
observed that PartialMatch I, PartialMatch II and PartialMatch+ performed
consistently better than CombineCompare and DiffCompare in the first 25
iterations. Only at the 43th iteration and beyond did CombineCompare and
DiffCompare performed better than the rest and achieved perfect Recallaverage.
Figure 15-8. Performance on Extracted Instances (auto-coreferenced AEB-100)
Figures 15-9 and 15-10 show that PartialMatch I, PartialMatch II, and
PartialMatch+ outperformed DiffCompare and CombineCompare in the first
25 iterations on both Recallrel_doc and Recallopt_doc, which were similar to our
previous observations on the manually-coreferenced experiments.
We conclude from the results on datasets with auto-coreference
resolution that auto-coreference resolution affected the performance of
different document ranking strategies adversely compared to the manually-
coreferenced results reported in [34]. This was due to wrongly coreferenced
objects suggested by our auto-coreferencing algorithm. However, the
relative performances of different document ranking strategies remained the
same. For the auto-coreferenced AEB-100 dataset, DiffCompare achieved
perfect Recallaverage at the 44th iteration.
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Figure 15-9. Document ranking recall (auto-coreferenced AEB-100) with respect to relevant
documents
Figure 15-10. Document ranking recall (auto-coreferenced AEB-100) with respect to the
optimal set
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Table  15-3  shows  a  summary  on  different  datasets  with  the  best
performance strategies in different evaluations. The number shown in
brackets indicates the number of iterations required for the document
ranking strategy to achieve perfect recall with the particular evaluation
metric. Since none of the document ranking strategies could achieve perfect
Recallrel_doc for  all  datasets  in  the  first  45  iterations,  the  percentage  of
Recallrel_doc found by individual strategy within the first 45 iterations are
shown in brackets.
Table 15-3. Summary of winning strategies on different datasets.
Manual Coreference Resolution Auto Coreference Resolution
Metrics KSB-100 AEB-100 KSB-100 AEB-100
Recallaverage PartialMatch I
(19)
Partial Match I
(14)
PartialMatch I
(20)
DiffCompare
(44)
Recallrel_doc PartialMatch II
(68%)
PartialMatch+
(61%)
PartialMatch+
(68%)
DiffCompare
(62%)
Recallopt_doc PartialMatch I
(19)
PartialMatch I
(14)
PartialMatch I
(20)
DiffCompare
(44)
Choice of Seeds In the following, we show the experimental results
of five document ranking strategies with different choices of seeds. We
chose the following seeds in the experiments:
· Randomly picked 2 most frequent entity instances as seeds (MF2)
· Randomly picked 3 most frequent entity instances as seeds (MF3)
· Randomly picked 4 most frequent entity instances as seeds (MF4)
· Randomly picked 2 least frequent entity instances as seeds (LF2)
· Randomly picked 3 least frequent entity instances as seeds (LF3)
· Randomly picked 4 least frequent entity instances as seeds (LF4)
We expected that with the most frequent entity instances as seeds, the
different strategies should be able to take fewer iterations to extract all the
instances and find all the optimal documents than using the least frequent
entity instances as seeds.
Figures 15-11 to 15-13 show the performance of different ranking
strategies  on  the  KSB-100  dataset  with  MF2.  PartialMatch  I  was  the  best
performer, achieving perfect Recallaverage at the 20th iteration, and it also
found the optimal set of documents. PartialMatch+ and PartialMatch II
outperformed all other strategies on selecting the relevant documents.
DiffCompare and CombineCompare gave the worst performance over all
evaluations. Similar observations can be drawn for MF3 and MF4 on the
KSB-100 dataset, and their results are not shown.
Figures 15-14 to 15-16 show the performance with LF2 as seeds.
PartialMatch II achieved perfect Recallaverage at the 25th iteration, while other
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document ranking strategies could not achieve perfect recall within the first
45 iterations. However, we noticed that the performance of DiffCompare,
CombineCompare, PartialMatch I, and PartialMatch+ were quite close to the
perfect recall (above 95%) at the 45th iteration. PartialMatch II outperformed
the other strategies on selecting the relevant documents, followed by
PartialMatch+. It also outperformed the other strategies on finding the
optimal documents. PartialMatch II considers both accumulated user
annotated entity instances and seeds, therefore it is more likely to pick up
those documents containing the entity instances but not seeds. Again, as the
results of the five document ranking strategies using LF3 and LF4 on KSB-
100 were similar to the results of LF2, we have left out their figures.
The performances of the five document ranking strategies on AEB-100
with different choices of seeds were found to be similar to those on the KSB-
100. We conclude that using difference choices of seeds with the similar
frequency will not affect the performance of the document ranking strategies
very much. However, using the least frequent entity instances as seeds
adversely affected the performance of different strategies compared to those
using the most frequent entity instances as seeds.
Figure 15-11. Performance on Extracted Instances (auto-coreferened KSB-100 with MF2)
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Figure 15-12. Performance on Extracted Instances (auto-co referenced KSB-100 with MF2).
Figure 15-13. Document ranking recall (auto-co referenced KSB-100 with MF2) with respect
to the optimal set.
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Figure 15-14. Performance on Extracted Instances (auto-co referenced KSB-100 with LF2).
Figure 15-15. Document ranking recall (auto-co referenced KSB-100 with LF2) with respect
to relevant documents.
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Figure 15-16. Document ranking recall (auto-co referenced KSB-100 with LF2) with respect
to the optimal set.
Comparisons between Pattern-based vs Content-based Document
Ranking Strategies  COMPARE and EXTRACTCOMPARE are two
document ranking strategies based on document content described in [24]
(see section 3.4). Originally they were developed for identifying documents
to be manually labeled by an expert so as to learn some extraction patterns
from them. Since PartialMatch I usually performs better than the other four
document ranking strategies, we now try to use these two content-based
document ranking strategies for the extraction task and compare them with
PartialMatch I.
As shown in Figure 15-17, PartialMatch I outperformed COMPARE and
EXTRACTCOMPARE in Recallaverage. PartialMatch I achieved perfect recall
on the 14th iteration. In contrast, EXTRACTCOMPARE could only achieve
57% Recallaverage in  the  first  45  iterations,  followed  by  COMPARE at  48%
Recallaverage.
Figures 15-18 and 15-19 show that COMPARE and
EXTRACTCOMPARE could find only half the number of relevant and
optimal documents compared to PartialMatch I in the first 45 iterations. We
therefore conclude that PartialMatch I outperforms the two content-based
strategies on the proposed domain specific event entity and relation
extraction task. We obtained the same finding for the KSB-100 dataset.
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Figure 15-17. Performance evaluation with respect to extracted instances
Figure 15-18. Performance evaluation with respect to relevant documents
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Figure 15-19. Performance evaluation with respect to optimal documents
5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We have presented a new domain specific event entity and relation
extraction task and developed five pattern-based document ranking strategies.
Our primary objective is to select as few documents as possible to construct
the entity and relation instances related to some event of interest to the user.
We have defined performance metrics to measure the performance of
different document ranking strategies. We also constructed two datasets
about two recent terrorism events for experimental evaluations. The results
conclude  that  PartialMatch  I  was  likely  to  perform  better  than  the  other
pattern-based document ranking strategies and was better than some existing
content-based document ranking strategies on both KSB-100 and AEB-100
datasets.
For future work, we propose the following two directions:
1. Enhancement on the proposed document ranking strategies
We have shown that our proposed strategies work well on the event
entity and relation extraction task and maintain good performance on
large document collection. Nevertheless, more investigations are required
to further improve their performance. Currently, PartialMatch I gave the
best performance on selecting the optimal documents and finding
instances from small document collection. PartialMatch+ delivered a
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better performance than the other strategies on selecting the relevant
documents  and  also  performed  well  on  the  large  dataset.  It  will  be
therefore interesting to explore a combination of strategies to give a
better performance in document ranking.
2. Enhancement of Extraction Techniques
We also plan to investigate  the impact  of  IE system components  on the
extraction task performance. Currently, the performance of our proposed
strategies is highly dependent on the performance of IE. Although we
have adapted several entity extraction system components, such as
IdentiFinder, crystal single-slot extraction patterns, and applying a
known dictionary of Terrorists and Organizations, quite a few useful
instances in the documents were still missed. Therefore an improved IE
system component would contribute to more accurate event entity
relation extraction.
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SUGGESTED READINGS
· For more details about this work, refer to Sun’s thesis [12].
· See Muslea’s work [18] for a comprehensive survey of IE tasks.
· Read more on Riloff’s AutoSlog IE software [9].
ONLINE RESOURCES
· FBI list of terrorists,
 http://www.fbi.gov/mostwant/terrorists/fugitives.htm
· ICT list of terrorist organizations,  http://www.ict.org.il
· Web Hamas, http://www.bombsecurity.com/extremists.html
· BADGER IE software suite (open source),
 http://www-nlp.cs.umass.edu/software/badger.html
· Lucene Search Engine (open source),
 http://jakarta.apache.org/lucene
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. How  should  the  α parameter  in  PartialMatch  be  selected?  Should  it  be
static or dynamic?
2.  Does the selection of seed words affect the quality of extracted entities
and relations?
3. What type of seed words are desirable?
4. How would the system benefit multiple analysts collaborating to track a
single terrorism event in real time? What modifications or additions
would be useful?
5. What are the changes required to apply the system to a language such as
Arabic?
